
Staff Council Minutes 

February 6
th

, 2012 
 

Present: Carol Van Houten, John Bellacosa, Akilah Rosado-McQueen, Carol Begnoche, 

Jeanne Raichle, Diana Pondt, Arianne Kailas, Cathleen Wiggins, Barbara Dubitsky, 

Matthew Borgmeyer, Emily Linsay, Caitlin Terry, Audrey Pryce, Julia Ho, Diane 

Newman, Mollie Welsh Kruger, Joy Ellebane, Margeret Jimenez, Christina D’Aiello 

 

1. Update from Akilah- 

a. Akilah won’t be here on February 15
th

, she has jury duty 

i. Elizabeth might also be on jury duty so she might also miss the 

All-College  

b. This Friday there will be a letter sent out from the President’s Office to the 

whole college (with updates from the graduate school and the school for 

children 

c. INOVA Fund call submissions will go out by February 20
th

 by email, 

people will have 3 weeks- a month to submit proposals, really encourage 

people to apply 

i. Past grants- Lisa & Jeannie created an online eBook, there was a 

blog created on differentiated learning, a tool was developed that 

takes measures of things in the classroom to be taken to rural 

environments 

ii. Will there be a session where we invite people to hear about the 

grants?- The projects are so individualized, it would be on the 

individual to present, not everyone would necessarily be able to do 

the same night 

iii. I’m surprised the College doesn’t do some sort of celebration, 

these are powerful projects, could be an All-College?- Talking 

about the INOVA grants depends on the recipients, presenting is 

not part of the criteria of the grants  

iv. Are INOVA grants open to all faculty?- I know they are for the 

library and the school for children, probably others too 

 

2. Idea for an All-College- Cookie comes to discuss Summer Camp, Cookie is 

interested   

 

3. Christina Joins us to Discuss Google Help Sessions-  

a. CIS wants to start setting up workshops, and I came to find out what the 

best time would be for all the divisions? Know that there are also different 

priorities across the divisions 

b. We’ve been using Google for 2 months now, questions are bubbling up 

and we want to be proactive, want to train people to use Google most 

effectively, have people understand the changes in email systems and 

how to best work with them 

c. How was attendance at your drop-in sessions?- It was a challenge, was on 

the light side, 2 people, sometimes 5 people, effort superseded what was 



actually beneficial, thinking about getting a third party to do training and 

have a minimum attendance, our goal is to get good attendance  

d. I would never go to a tech drop-in session thing, imagine I would go and 

sit in and be told things that I can’t possibly remember, they usually don’t 

have to do with my particular questions, would like to have the 

opportunity to say what we need and build a session around that, fit the 

session in to what we’re doing, making things on the screen bigger? 

Generate a list of questions? Produce a document, something like, “Did 

you know Google could do this?” Email something out that tells you 

things Google can do, be more relevant and specific, the sessions should 

be more hands-on 

e. Take a survey for critical needs for these workshops? 10 of us might say 

Google Docs, but will we all be able to meet at the same time?  

f. Have an open house on Goggle Docs or the calendar feature? Drop-ins 

with more resources? 

g. Went to a session for half an hour of what I already know for five minutes 

of what I don’t know, need more of a balance 

h. Drop-in can be so unstructured, not necessarily getting answers or needs 

met 

i. The one I went to was good, productive 

j. I couldn’t go because of the times- We really tried to stagger the timing  

k. Need 2 weeks notice (and sometimes more!) of when the sessions are 

going to be, when the sessions were sent out I had already planned 

meetings, the later times are ideal for graduate school 

i. Need to know meeting times ahead of time (even a month)  

l. We tried to stagger because we’re never going to find a “best time,” 

sometimes 2-3 is a good time, sometimes lunch time, sometimes later in 

the morning 

m. Have a menu of help, sometimes for drop-ins people just need five 

minutes   

n. Not feasible to do both formal training sessions and drop-in sessions, what 

month would work best for divisions?  

i. How about the Wednesday of President’s Day- Mid-March?  

ii. IA schedule is not as much of an issue in terms of vacations 

o. Maybe create “How-To” videos?  

p. Send out links to Youtube videos that describe different aspects of 

Gmail? 

i. Something the Helpdesk has been trying to do is when people call 

with questions we send them a link, but people really prefer the 

phone call, think it’s better that we educate people how to do it 

themselves, our goal is to empower people to be able to do it on 

their own  

q. What are people needing help with?  

i. Collapse threads, using calendar  



ii. We’re trying to be proactive because people not taking advantage 

of cool things that Gmail is able to do, only learn to use something 

if it can solve a problem 

r. Let’s use Jeannie and Wendy, embedded learning because they 

understand what we’re doing 

i. Like the idea of using Jeannie and Wendy!  

ii. As a mini-grant, put on website a video of one of our training 

sessions, publish it, use the funds internally instead of paying an 

outside party 

s. Teach Google Guides, keep using them in this capacity 

t. Thanks everyone for your input, spun things differently for me, gave good 

ideas about how this would be more helpful to our institution  

 

4. Cathleen Discusses All-College- 

a. Decided to revise the All-College (from online learning), the idea is to 

highlight the happenings in the graduate school, was excited about the 

technology piece, when I went back to discuss with the graduate school 

they thought that while it is interesting and compelling it’s a much smaller 

piece of what we’re doing, we decided to change it to highlight what’s at 

the center of what we’ve been doing which is advisement/conference 

groups 

b. We’re going to have a panel presentation of advisors and advisees, 

talk about what makes it a core/central part of a Bank Street 

education, telling vignettes, key components of the process 

c. Cathleen will be the moderator, Cathleen handed out “Kitchen Table 

Wisdom,” real stories take time, everyone’s story matters, Cathleen also 

handed out a “mad lib” for field work. Still deciding whether to use these 

handouts and at the beginning or at the end?  

d. Some of the faculty participating are: Gil Schmerler, Sue Carbary, 

Michelle Morales & Emily Linsay and Ryan Harrity will be presenting 

from the advisee point of view 

e. Wondering what we will have people do in the 35 minutes? Interact? Give 

cases? Simulate more than saying? Turn and talk to someone beside them? 

i. Have a cool non-invasive prompt like “what’s your story of 

coming to Bank Street?” or “talk about something about your work 

at Bank Street and a joy you have or a problem you face.”  

1. Powerful opportunity to make it an “All-Community”  

2. Awareness of self and others is a huge part of conference 

group 

3. Think it’s a great idea to tell someone about your job, but I 

don’t think anyone wants to hear about your problem 

4. Maybe give people many options of what to talk about so 

they have a few ways in?  

5. Make the question not difficult, not make someone want to 

run in the other direction 



6. Don’t make people move around to find someone they 

don’t know as well 

ii. My feeling is that during an All-College people go and expect to 

be lectured at not to have to participate, sense of being passive and 

absorbing  

iii. Or sometimes people have the feeling of “Ugh! I have to tell them 

about myself and I don’t even know them” but afterwards you’ll 

feel good about having the opportunity to share and meet someone 

new 

iv. Maybe have people sit at tables on the floor of the auditorium? 

And have guidelines for sitting (like only two people from the 

graduate school, or two people from the school from children, etc)  

v. Want to minimize the discomfort  

vi. What is the purpose? Ask people afterwards if they were 

uncomfortable or surprised?  

vii. It’s about the give and take, notion of talking and listening, goal is 

for them, interaction only a way of understanding the ultimate goal 

of what is field work, a taste of this aspect 

viii. Great to have people talking, last two meetings Staff Council did 

were very formal presentations, this would be different  

ix. Tables on the floor?- I think we’ll go with straightforward sitting 

in the auditorium  

x. Agenda- Intro & context, turn and talk, panel, wrap-up, final 

comments/questions 

xi. Frank is going to hand out a piece of paper beforehand, people will 

have time to digest the information 

1. Frank should go first if people have questions and we’re 

kept to such a regimented amount of time 

2. Put Frank last so people will stay 

3. Heaviest should go first (being Frank)  

4. Preoccupied if Frank goes first, won’t able to pay attention 

to the graduate school presentation 

5. Would rather have him later but give ample time so that he 

can address things like the tuition increase and enrollment 

6. Carol will send out the handout that Frank has 

prepared before our All-College 

a. Send it out more than the day before so people will 

be able to digest the information, be able to prepare 

questions and be able to talk to co-workers about it 

xii. 15 minutes for Frank, 10 minutes for questions from Frank, 35 

minutes for Cathleen (could push Frank to 10 minutes) 

xiii. Make sure Staff Council mentions the movie that we’re screening, 

don’t want to minimize our time to talk about things like Pilates 

and yoga and boot camp, also the outstanding service award 



1. Outstanding service award is a join effort between the 

president’s office, Staff Council and HR, it’s an initiative 

that came out of cabinet  

2. What about doing a lunch for the support staff instead? 

Didn’t we used to do that?- Yes, Diana organized it  

a. Where did the money come from?- Staff Council  

b. Raise as a counterpoint as a way to thank more than 

one person 

c. Could do it next year but we have no more money 

this year 

xiv. Reserving rooms comes out of our budget 

xv. We could have a meeting about how to spend our funds, about 

Staff Council budget  

 

5. Matt talks Approach to our Building Conversation 

a. Brainstormed 3 options for how to keep the conversation going, 

increasing levels of ambition 

i. Send out a survey and tally the results (low end) 

ii. Focus groups with face to face conversation, have it be a meeting  

iii. Going all in next year- Talk about where we’ve been, where we 

are, where we’re going and dedicate all 4 All- Colleges  

b. Present different options, is the board being sincere on their call for input?  

i. Depends on how realistic our input is?  

ii. I think they do care, it’s important that we should say what we 

need to say 

iii. Have a share doc with cabinet?  

iv. Like option number 3!  


